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**abstract**

Development of Mathematical Learning Test For Student Groups With Linguistic Intelligence. This research is motivated by the availability of mathematical learning outcomes test instruments that are in accordance with the intelligence of students are inadequate. Therefore this study aims to develop the necessary tests. The test development follows the model proposed by Djemari Mardapi, which starts from the preparation of test specifications, writing test questions, testing the test, refining the test and assembling the test in full. Learning outcomes indicators refer to the syllabus in the 2013 curriculum and combine it with indicators of linguistic intelligence which then produce specific questions for groups of students with linguistic intelligence. The results of the field trials show that the test items developed have the ideal differentiation and difficulty level. The results of the application of the test on 27 students with linguistic intelligence showed that the mathematics learning outcomes of students of class VIII linguistic intelligence in SMP Negeri 7 Cirebon had reached KKM of 70.37%. Of the 27 students there were 3 students (11.11%) included in the less category, 5 students (18.52%) which included enough categories, 15 students (55.56%) which included good categories, and 4 students (14.81%) which included very good categories. From the results of the research, it was found that dominant students with linguistic intelligence who were given tests according to linguistic intelligence tended to obtain better mathematics learning outcomes than students with other intelligences who were given similar tests.
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INTRODUCTION

Based on the theory of multiple intelligences proposed by Gardner (1983), in fact each student has various types of intelligence, only he has a tendency to certain types of intelligence. This tendency makes students feel comfortable and will provide an optimal response if given a stimulus that is in accordance with the tendency.

One way that can be done to find out the results achieved by students after carrying out learning activities is to give a test. In general, the tests used to measure student learning outcomes are generic or are generally used for all students with a variety of intelligence to find out their learning outcomes in accordance with the learning objectives that have been formulated. This is as said by Hanafi (2019) that in the application in the field every educational institution in Indonesia majority restricts the intelligence of students by only limiting certain intelligence. Ideally, one good test must be fair. That is, there is no group of students who feel disadvantaged or disadvantaged. Fair also means placing something in its place, which in this case places a test with certain characteristics in a certain group of students according to the different types of intelligence. If this is done it will provide benefits and positive contributions to the learning outcomes of students, because the characteristics of the test given in accordance with the type of intelligence.

In general, mathematics learning achievement tests are made directly in the form of commands using mathematical symbols. Meanwhile, questions with such a form might be suitable if given to students with mathematical logical intelligence, but not necessarily suitable or even not suitable if given to students with other intelligences including one group of students with linguistic intelligence. This shows that there are restrictions on educational programs that focus on certain intelligences. Restrictions on educational programs that focus on certain intelligence in greater numbers can minimize the importance of other forms of knowledge (Hanafi, 2019).

The best way to give tests to students with a tendency to the type of linguistic intelligence is to invite them to talk, provide reading material, recordings, provide a means for writing as well as everything related to listening, saying and seeing words. However, in reality the characteristics of the test by paying attention to the type of linguistic intelligence of students to find out the learning outcomes of students with this type of linguistic intelligence are still rarely found. Based on research conducted by Irvaniyah (2014) there is no difference in the average linguistic intelligence between male and female students. Therefore, researchers are interested in developing a test instrument for groups of students with linguistic intelligence to find out student learning outcomes and assist teachers in achieving student learning outcomes in accordance with expected goals.

Based on the background that has been described, it is necessary to conduct research on the development of mathematics learning achievement tests for groups of students with linguistic intelligence. Based on the description above, the formulation of the problem in this study is how the construct of the mathematics learning achievement test
instrument for groups of students with linguistic intelligence.

The elaboration of the formulation of the problem is as follows:

1. How is the instrument of mathematics learning outcomes test lattice for groups of students with linguistic intelligence?

2. How is the quality of the mathematics learning achievement test instrument (validity, reliability, level of difficulty and differentiation) for groups of students with linguistic intelligence?

3. How is the learning outcomes of students with linguistic intelligence accessed using the developed test instruments?

LITERATURE REVIEW

Linguistic Intelligence

Intelligence is the ability possessed by someone which includes knowledge, skills and expertise to solve the problem (Rofiah, 2016). While Ali (2009) argues that intelligence or intelligence is a dual ability to be able to realize the various possibilities that are influenced by motivation and relevant educational experiences that exist in a person. So, it can be interpreted that intelligence is a person’s ability to find and solve problems that are influenced by the experience they have.

One of the intelligences present in humans is linguistic intelligence. Linguistic intelligence is one of the intelligence that is and is owned by humans. Linguistic intelligence is related to words and language. Linguistic-verbal intelligence or known as smart words is the ability to use language both oral and written appropriately and accurately (Yaumi & Nurdin, 2016). Linguistic intelligence is an ability that is very sensitive to the voice, rhythm, and meaning of words and a strong desire to express in written form (Masrurah, 2014: 310). People who have linguistic intelligence tend to use words in thinking and solving problems.

This intelligence has four skills, namely listening, reading, writing and speaking (Yaumi & Nurdin, 2016). Meanwhile, according to Lucy (2016), this intelligence includes the ability to speak, write, tell or listen, analyze grammar, understand words and feel the meaning of words, remember information and convince others of their opinions. Children who have linguistic intelligence are generally able to read and understand what is read, able to listen well and respond in verbal communication, can write words and speak effectively, have a vast vocabulary and like poetry or pun. This intelligence includes the ability to handle language structures (syntax), sound (phonology), and meaning (semantics) with the dominant competency being the ability to think in words (Lucy, 2016). Linguistic intelligence has indicators of ability to hear, speak, write and read (Chatib, 2019).

Characteristics of Linguistic Intelligence

Gunawan (2011) argues that people with well-developed linguistic intelligence have the following characteristics: 1) Able to listen and respond to spoken words and a verbal communication. 2) Able to imitate sounds, learn languages, and be able to read and write the work of others. 3) Able to learn through hearing, reading material, writing, and through discussion or debate. 4) Able to listen effectively and understand and remember what has been
heard. 5) Able to read and understand what is read. 6) Able to speak and write effectively. 7) Able to learn foreign languages. 8) Able to improve language skills used for daily communication. 9) Interested in journalism work, debate, talk, write, or tell a story or make improvements to the paper. 10) Having the ability to tell and enjoy humor.

Characteristics of students who have linguistic intelligence in this study as the opinions said by Gunawan (2011) include being able to listen and respond to spoken words, being able to learn through hearing, reading material, writing and through discussion and being able to read and understand what which is read. This is indicated by the tendency of students who prefer to listen when the teacher explains and summarizes the material or notes the material being studied / explained by the teacher. In addition they like to discuss in groups and express their opinions through discussions and presentations.

Mathematics Learning Outcomes Test

The test is an inseparable part of the learning process. The test has its own role in determining student learning outcomes to determine the extent of their ability to receive and understand the subject matter delivered by the teacher.

According to Supriadie (2012) the test is an assessment tool that is developed systematically in an effort to measure a number of behaviors or qualifications that are expected to be achieved. Meanwhile according to Sudijono (2012: 67) the test is a way (which can be used) or procedures (which need to be taken) in the framework of measurement and assessment in the field of education, in the form of assignments or a series of tasks (both in the form of questions (which must be answered) , or commands (which must be done) by the testee, so that (on the basis of data obtained from the results of these measurements) a value that represents the behavior or achievement of the testee can be generated, which values can be compared with the values achieved by other testees or compared to certain standard values.

Learning outcomes are changes in student behavior achieved after implementing the learning process in which behavioral changes include cognitive, affective, and psychomotor aspects (Harjoko, 2014). Meanwhile, according to Sjukur (2012) learning outcomes are abilities obtained by individuals after the learning process takes place that can affect behavior changes both knowledge, understanding, attitudes and skills of students so that it becomes better than before.

As according to Sinar (2018) learning outcomes are achievements achieved after students complete a number of subject matter. So it can be said that learning outcomes are everything both the skills and experience students have after conducting the teaching and learning process. While the learning outcomes test is an instrument used to determine student progress after conducting the learning process.

According to Uno & Squared (2009) mathematics is a field of science that is a tool of thought, communication, a tool to solve various practical problems, the elements of which are logic and intuition, analysis and construction, generality and individuality, and have branches including arithmetic, algebra, geometry, and analysis.
Mathematics is not only aimed at being able to count alone, but rather training students in solving problems that exist in everyday life by using mathematical concepts. This is as said by Jusmiati (2017) that the purpose of learning mathematics is not just counting but also required to be better able to deal with various problems in life, both regarding mathematics itself and problems in other sciences, as well as being demanded by a scientific discipline high so that when you have understood the basic mathematical concepts can be applied in everyday life.

Regarding mathematics learning in schools, Okuba (2007) explains that one of the characteristics of school mathematics is that the content of learning in each class is based on what children have learned in the previous year or earlier in the same year, which involves the initial year of learning, consequently Sufficient understanding of content and procedures is very important for students to carry out further problem solving activities (Sriyanto, 2017: 51).

So from the above explanation it can be concluded that the mathematics learning achievement test is a measuring tool used to determine student achievement towards learning objectives that have been planned after going through the process of learning mathematics.

METHODS

This study aims to produce mathematics learning achievement test instruments for groups of students with linguistic intelligence. From these objectives, this research is classified as research development or Research and Development (R&D). The development model in this study refers to the development model proposed by Djemari Mardapi.

The test that was developed in this research is a breakdown test on the material on the flat side chamber. The selection of the test form in the form of description is done on the consideration that the description test is able to measure the ability of the students to complete the given test.

The research subjects were students of class VIII A, VIII B, VIII E, VIII F and VIII G of SMP Negeri 7 Cirebon who tend to have linguistic intelligence. The selection of research subjects is done by giving intelligence identification sheets adopted from books written by Chomaria (2014).

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

In the design stage of the test instrument for learning outcomes for groups of students with linguistic intelligence is carried out through several stages, namely starting from compiling the test specifications, writing test questions to interpreting test results. In this study, the test that was developed was for the purpose of formative tests namely to measure the success/achievement of students who have a dominant linguistic intelligence in solving mathematical test questions that were developed. The test lattice is arranged based on learning achievement test indicators that refer to the syllabus in the 2013 curriculum and combines them with indicators of linguistic intelligence which then produces specific question forms for groups of students with linguistic intelligence. The form of test developed is a description test on the basis of the consideration that the
description test is able to measure the ability of students to complete the given test. The length of the test items made by researchers on average less than half a page. Based on the number of questions and the level of difficulty of the test questions made, researchers set the length of the test for 2 hours of study or about 80 minutes. The questions developed consisted of 5 designs with a total of 10 questions. The developed test instrument grid can be seen in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension / Aspect</th>
<th>Indicator of Achievement of Learning Outcomes</th>
<th>Design of Item Number</th>
<th>Item Problem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Desain A</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive</td>
<td>Students can create as many problems as possible related to surface area or volume of flat side spaces with good, correct verbal language.</td>
<td>Stimulus questions are presented in the form of images that illustrate the construction of a particular space. Students are asked to make as many interesting questions as possible related to the shapes presented using good verbal language.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Students can sketch / draw, classify and identify the elements / characteristics of a flat sided space.</td>
<td><strong>Desain B</strong></td>
<td>2.a, 2.b, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychomotor</td>
<td>Students can make webs to build flat side spaces.</td>
<td>Stimulus questions are presented in the form of verbal descriptions about a flat side chamber arranged in a stack. Students are asked to draw drawings / sketches of the description presented, classify and identify the shapes by representing their characteristics / characteristics as much as possible</td>
<td>4a, 4b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive</td>
<td>Students can solve everyday problems related to surface area and volume of flat side spaces.</td>
<td><strong>Desain D</strong></td>
<td>5, 6, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Desain E</strong></td>
<td>8, 9, 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mathematics Learning Outcomes Test Grid for groups of Students with Linguistic Intelligence**
Figure 1. Flow Test Development

The sample questions developed based on the grid that have been made are as follows:

Design A - Problem number 1

Look at the picture below!
Ask as many interesting problems / questions as you can with the above building using good, correct verbal language!

Design B - Problem number 2

Hani has a birthday cake that is formed from two shapes that are arranged stacked upwards. Both shapes have the same shape and size on the base. Build the bottom of the box with the size of the sides the same length, while the upper part is shaped like a pyramid (one of the historical buildings in Egypt). The cake has a height of 32 cm with a height ratio of the box and pyramid height is 3:1. Hani wants to cut the cake into pieces. First, Hani cut the cake into two pieces so that a box and pyramid shape were obtained. In a box shape, Hani cut it into two equal parts without changing the shape and size of the base. Then each piece of cake is placed on a red and blue plate by Hani. On a red plate, Hani cuts it into two equal parts in the direction perpendicular to the length of the base. While on a blue plate, Hani cut it into two equal parts to form an angle of 90 at one corner.

Design C - Problem number 4

Luqman and Labib have a cardboard shaped like the one below.

Luqman and Labib wanted to be creative in turning the cardboard into a flat shape by cutting it right on the ribs. Even so, the shape that is formed is still in one unified whole and if connected again it will form a cardboard like the original shape.

a. How many possible forms can Luqman and Labib have made?
What forms might Luqman and Labib have made?
Design D - Problem number 6

Dina has an aquarium like the picture below.

The aquarium is filled with as much water as a part. If Dina wants to remove part of the total water in the aquarium, what is the volume of water in the aquarium?

Design E - Problem number 8

On Sunday, April 21, 2019 one of Mira’s friends, Linda, had a birthday. Mira was about to make some gifts for him. There are cube-shaped gifts, pyramid and triangular prisms. If the three gifts have a base of the same size, which is 10 cm and the height of the gifts is 12 cm except for the cube and the height of the triangle’s side on the quadrilateral shape is 13 cm. What is the minimum wrapping paper needed by Mira if the three gifts are packaged separately?

The scoring criteria are carried out using a range of 1 - 5. The following is a general description of the criteria for extracting test instruments for mathematics learning outcomes developed.

Table 2
Criteria for Calculating Mathematics Learning Outcomes Tests for Groups of Students with Linguistic Intelligence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>If students don't give answers at all.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>If students try to give a step completion, but not finished.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>If students try to give a step completion, but the answer is wrong.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>If students are able to complete the command / question posed using the appropriate completion procedure but still contains some errors and the answers are correct.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>If students are able to complete the questions posed with appropriate and systematic settlement procedures with the results of correct answers</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One of the steps to produce a good test is to examine the test questions. Tests that have been prepared, submitted to the experts (Expert Judgment) for review. This study is conducted to determine its validity. The results of the validity by the expert team showed that the test questions developed had good content validity with a CVR value of 1.

After the test instrument is made and declared valid by experts, the next step is to conduct a trial. The instrument testing was conducted on 27 students of class VIII of SMP Negeri 7 Cirebon who had dominant linguistic intelligence and
who had dominant kinesthetic intelligence. This is done to determine the effectiveness and suitability of the developed test. Based on the results of tests on students with linguistic intelligence, the reliability value is indicated by the Alpha Cronbach coefficient of 0.73 with high interpretation. As for the level of difficulty obtained an average index of difficulty of 0.69 with the medium category and the distinguishing power of each item developed is included in the ideal category.

Mathematics learning outcomes data for groups of students who have linguistic and kinesthetic intelligence are obtained through instruments that have been developed. From the mathematics learning outcomes obtained through the results of the test instruments, the authors classify them in Table 3 and Table 4.

### Table 3
Grouping of Mathematics Learning Outcomes Test Scores
Linguistic Intelligence Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Kinesthetic Intelligence</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>80 – 100</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14,81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>65 – 79</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>55,56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>55 – 64</td>
<td>Enough</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18,52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>41 – 54</td>
<td>Less</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11,11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0 – 40</td>
<td>Very Less</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0,00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>amount</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4
Grouping of Mathematics Learning Test Results
Kinesthetic Intelligence Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Kinesthetic Intelligence</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>80 – 100</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0,00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>65 – 79</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0,00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>55 – 64</td>
<td>Enough</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3,70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>41 – 54</td>
<td>Less</td>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
<td>70,37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0 – 40</td>
<td>Very Less</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>25,93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jumlah</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By looking at the Minimum Mastery Criteria (KKM) for mathematics in SMP Negeri 7, Cirebon, from the results of the mathematics learning achievement test instrument developed for students with linguistic intelligence on the material of flat side space there were 19 students or 70.37% had reach KKM. However, student learning outcomes with kinesthetic intelligence based on test instruments developed did not have students or at 0% who achieved KKM. That is, as a whole, the basic mathematical abilities of the research sample based on the same level of ability appear to differ significantly between students who are dominantly linguistic...
with students who are predominantly kinesthetic intelligence.

Based on data analysis of student learning outcomes with linguistic intelligence it can be stated that from 27 students who were used as research samples, the highest mathematics learning outcomes were 88 and the lowest was 42. Based on data analysis and categorizing mathematics learning outcomes of students with linguistic intelligence grade VIII of SMP Negeri 7 Cirebon shows that 55.56% are in the good category. This shows that students who have dominant linguistic intelligence have the ability to solve good math problems.

Linguistic intelligence is one of eight types of intelligence possessed by individuals. This is based on the theory of Multiple Intelligences proposed by Gardner (1983). Someone who has high linguistic intelligence has the ability to digest and examine words both oral and written well. This is consistent with the results of research conducted on students with linguistic intelligence who are given tests with characteristics of test items that have been adjusted to the characteristics of their intelligence, namely linguistic intelligence. The results showed that more than 70% of students received a complete grade or achieved KKM. This means that the test items developed by researchers are considered feasible and effective.

The results of this study can be used as a reference for developing innovative learning outcomes tests, namely learning outcomes tests that are appropriate to the type of student intelligence. From the research results it is known that students with dominant linguistic intelligence who are given tests according to linguistic intelligence tend to get better mathematics learning outcomes than students with other intelligence who are given tests with characteristics for linguistic students. This can be used as a reference in an effort to improve student learning outcomes and if this is done by most teachers, then in the end, student mathematics learning outcomes as a whole will increase.

CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATION

Conclusion

Based on the results of previous studies and discussions, it can be concluded as follows: 1) The test grid is made based on discussions conducted by researchers with supervisors. In the test lattice contains two measuring dimensions, namely cognitive and psychomotor. Indicators of learning outcomes are obtained from the syllabus in the 2013 curriculum and combine them with indicators of linguistic intelligence which then produce specific question forms for groups of students with linguistic intelligence. 2) The contents of the test have been declared valid according to the considerations of several experts (Expert Judgment). The trial results also show that the test has high reliability. The results of the analysis of the difficulty level obtained 1 item in the easy category and 9 items in the medium category. While the results of the analysis of the distinguishing power of items obtained 4 items with enough categories, namely
items number 1, 6, 8 and 10, and 6 items with good categories, namely items number 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 and 9. Thus the developed test instruments meet the criteria for good quality test instruments.

3) Based on the results of testing the application of tests on 27 students who have linguistic intelligence shows that the learning outcomes of mathematics students with linguistic intelligence in class VIII of SMP Negeri 7 Cirebon have reached KKM of 70.37%. Of the 27 students there were 3 students (11.11%) who were in the poor category, 5 students (18.52%) were in the moderate category, 15 students (55.56%) were in the good category, and 4 students (14.81%) which is in the very good category.

Suggestion

Suggestions for further research that will develop mathematics learning achievement tests for groups of students with linguistic intelligence are as follows:

1) It is recommended that development of mathematics learning outcomes tests for groups of students with linguistic intelligence return in order to obtain better instruments. 2) The number of questions to be tested should be reproduced and adjusted to the time and condition of participants to develop further instruments. 3) It is better for the next research questions to be developed based on the dominant type of student intelligence.
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